FINAL AUDIT REPORT
Audit of liquidation planning process in UNMIS
BACKGROUND
By resolution 1997, the Security Council mandated the liquidation of the United Nations Mission
in Sudan (UNMIS), effective 11 July 2011 with a deadline for completion as of 15 December 2011. The
liquidation of a mission should be linked to the implementation of its Exit Strategy, and be an organized
process of withdrawing civilians, military and police units, repatriating personnel, closing offices and
disposing of United Nations-owned assets.
The Mission had 4,100 civilian staff, 9,070 troops, 458 military observers, 630 police, and 16
correction officers. The Mission also had 39,262 assets with an acquisition value of $307.5 million and
depreciated value of $136.5 million. The approved budget to cover the liquidation of UNMIS was
$110.4 million.
The audit was included in the 2011 OIOS risk based work plan as planning for liquidation is a
critical process.
OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE
The audit was conducted to assess the adequacy and effectiveness of risk management, control
and governance processes in UNMIS in providing reasonable assurance regarding the effective planning
of the liquidation process. The key controls tested for the audit included those related to risk management
and strategic planning and project management. The audit covered the period from 9 July 2011 to 24
August 2011.
AUDIT RESULTS
In the opinion of OIOS, risk management, control and governance processes in UNMIS examined
were satisfactory to provide reasonable assurance regarding the effective planning of the liquidation
process.
Exit Strategy
The Mission did not have an Exit Strategy, nonetheless, the Special Report of the SecretaryGeneral on Sudan dated 17 May 2011 contained its exit strategy. While this report was prepared when the
liquidation of the Mission was imminent, it generally met the requirements, and provided an assessment
of the outstanding provisions of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement and outlined the SecretaryGeneral’s recommendations on the role a United Nations peacekeeping mission could play to facilitate
peace consolidation in the new State of South Sudan. The report provided the foundation for liquidation
activities of UNMIS.
Establishment of Liquidation Team
In July 2011, the Mission established a Liquidation Team headed by the Deputy Special
Representative of the Secretary-General. The Mission’s Liquidation Team was assisted by experienced

staff from the Department of Field Support (DFS), and was supported by regular teleconferences with
DFS officials.
Liquidation planning
The Mission prepared a Contingency Liquidation Plan in December 2010 that included a
Preliminary Asset Disposal Plan and a Drawdown Plan showing the various tasks expected to be
completed during liquidation. While the initial Drawdown Plan did not have realistic timelines for
completing certain activities, an up-dated comprehensive Liquidation Plan was prepared and submitted to
DFS listing all relevant activities to be undertaken with related timelines and assigning responsible
individuals.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
The Office of Internal Oversight Services (OIOS) conducted an audit of the liquidation planning
process in the United Nations Mission in Sudan (UNMIS).

II.

AUDIT OBJECTIVE

2.
The main objective of the audit was to assess the adequacy and effectiveness of risk management,
control and governance processes of UNMIS in providing reasonable assurance regarding the effective
planning of the liquidation process. The key controls tested for the audit included those related to risk
management, and strategic planning and project management. For the purposes of this audit, OIOS
defined these key controls as follows:
(a)
Risk management and strategic planning - controls that are designed to provide
reasonable assurance that risks and opportunities relating to liquidation planning are identified
and that appropriate actions are taken to mitigate risks and seize opportunities.
(b)
Project management - controls that are designed to provide reasonable assurance that
UNMIS has sufficient project management capacity to implement the liquidation activities
including financial and human resources.

III. AUDIT SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
3.
OIOS conducted this audit from July to September 2011. The covered the audit period from 11
July 2011 to 24 August 2011. Prior period activities relating to liquidation planning were also reviewed.
4.
To gain an understanding of the process of liquidation planning, OIOS reviewed the Department
of Peacekeeping Operations / Department of Field Support (DPKO/DFS) Liquidation Manual and other
relevant criteria. OIOS interviewed and held discussions with key managers and members of the UNMIS
Liquidation Team and Assistance Liquidation Team from DFS, and reviewed the liquidation planning
activities and the related documentation from various sections including Human Resources, Budget and
Property Management Section and relevant Military and Police Sections, as well as the Liquidation Team.
An activity-level risk assessment was conducted to identify and evaluate specific risk exposures, and to
confirm the relevance of the selected key controls in mitigating the associated risks.
5.
Through interviews, analytical reviews and tests of controls, OIOS assessed the existence and
adequacy of written policies and procedures and compliance with them.

IV. OVERALL ASSESSMENT
6.
In OIOS’ opinion, UNMIS’ risk management, control and governance processes were
satisfactory to provide reasonable assurance regarding the effective planning of the liquidation process.
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V. AUDIT RESULTS
A.

Risk management and strategic planning

UNMIS prepared its exit strategy when the liquidation of the Mission was imminent
7.
The Handbook on United Nations Multi dimensional Peacekeeping Operations states that Mission
planning must, from the outset, include a transition/exit strategy to be prepared during the stabilization
phase of a mission. The Mission stated that the Special Report of the Secretary-General on Sudan dated
17 May 2011 (S/2011/314) contained the exit strategy. However, the Special Report was prepared late, at
the time when the liquidation of the Mission was imminent. Nevertheless, it generally met the
requirements of an exit strategy. The report was prepared pursuant to Security Council’s call for the
request of the Government of Southern Sudan for a continued United Nations presence and its intent to
establish a mission to succeed UNMIS in South Sudan. The report provided an assessment of the
outstanding provisions of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement and outlined the Secretary-General’s
recommendations on the role a United Nations peacekeeping mission could play to facilitate peace
consolidation in the new State of South Sudan. The report provided the foundation for the liquidation
activities of UNMIS.

A Liquidation Team was established in a timely manner to guide the liquidation process
8.
The DPKO/DFS Liquidation Manual states that a Liquidation Task Force, a policy making body
of senior mission officials, is required to be established by the end of the Mission to function as a steering
committee to provide strategic guidance to the liquidation planning process to ensure that planning for
liquidation is in line with the exit strategy. There was no Liquidation Task Force. However, the Mission
established a Liquidation Team headed by the Deputy Special Representative the Secretary-General
(DSRSG) in July 2011, the same month in which the Security Council mandated the liquidation.
Considering that the Liquidation Team is headed by the second most senior official of the Mission and
there are a clear liquidation mandate, a plan, and regular teleconferences with DFS officials in New York,
OIOS is of the opinion that the absence of a Liquidation Task Force did not present a serious risk to the
effective liquidation of the Mission.

Liquidation planning was generally adequate
9.
The Mission prepared a Contingency Liquidation Plan in December 2010. The Contingency
Liquidation Plan included a Preliminary Asset Disposal Plan and a Drawdown Plan showing the various
tasks expected to be completed during liquidation. The timetable for the Drawdown Plan was not realistic.
For example, closure of all military and substantive locations, and repatriation of personnel had been
scheduled to be completed on the same day. The Mission stated that the detailed timelines of the different
activities were not known when the Plan was being prepared. Subsequently, the Mission prepared a
comprehensive Liquidation Plan and submitted it to DFS as required. The Plan shows all relevant
activities, related timelines for completing each activity and the responsible individuals. The Draft
Liquidation Plan dated 14 July 2011 and the Final Liquidation Plan dated 15 August 2011 provided
realistic timelines for performing liquidation tasks.
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B.

Project management

10.
The Mission had appropriate capacity to manage the liquidation. In compliance with the
DPKO/DFS Liquidation Manual, the Mission had identified and deployed staff members with experience
in the liquidation process. A total of 176 international staff under the overall direction of the DSRSG was
involved in the liquidation process, as well as six staff deployed from DFS to ensure an orderly and
coordinated withdrawal of contingents at team sites. Additionally, a Liquidation Command Group
comprising members of the military was formed to assist with liquidation of team sites.
11.
There were frequent video teleconferences with Headquarters and other meetings to facilitate
exchange of information and to monitor liquidation activities. These meetings were attended by all
relevant stakeholders including officers of DFS.
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